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BREAKINGTHE NEWS 
EVERYTHING YOU’VE HEARD BUT WE’LL TELL YOU ANYWAY 

 

People enjoy polling pleasure. 

 

The more chances to vote there are, the happier 

Britons are, V. Ote-Agen reports. Their love of 

drawing crosses in boxes was shown only too well 

in the summer of 2016, when the entire population 

of voters flocked in masses to their local polling 

station to stand in queues whilst they soaked up the 

atmosphere. They obviously enjoyed it far too much, 

so they voted for the exact opposite of what they 

wanted so they could protest and vote again. 

 

When asked, Reffie Rendumm (20) said, “ I love 

voting and protesting because it makes me feel like I 

can help do some change in the world, but I decided 

to combine the two in 2010, by voting for what I 

didn’t want to happen so I could protest against it. I 

love it!” She also went on to say that there should be 

a vote for whether or not the opposite of what has 

been voted should be used. “We could vote for it 

then protest against it so we could vote again.” 

 

 

The much sought after voting card.  

 

Scientists monitoring group A, and finding high happiness levels. 

Pleasing Polls Elate All 

BY V. OTE-AGEN 

A scientific study has shown that an angry 

voting Briton is a happy Briton, with results 

showing that the more votes, pressure and 

anger they are subjected to, the happier they 

are. The scientists monitored 900 people over 

the course of 2 years, 300 (group A) being 

subjected to intensive voting and anger, 300 

(group B) having moderate amounts of it, and 

300 (group C) left completely without votes 

or anger. At the end of the study, group A 

achieved almost record amounts of 

happiness, whilst nearly ¾ of group C 

suffering from anxiety or depression. The 

scientists voted on the overall conclusion, 

and the unanimous decision was that they 

should have another vote. This happened a 

couple of times, and it was finally decided 

that the starting idea was, in fact, correct. The 

leader of the study, Isthis Troo (30), said in 

an interview, “I enjoy voting very much, so 

the conclusion this has come to has been very 

pleasing for me, my team, and all the voters 

out there.” They are currently voting about 

another study, and a decision is expected to 

be made a year on Monday, if the results 

from their first study is indeed true. 

The recent Brexit vote is a very fine 

example of the decisiveness of voters in this 

day and age. After the vote that “lit the fire” 

of the passion for change back in 2016, the 

over 18’s are doing a very fine job for our 

country. They are waiting in the wings for 

the upcoming vote, whilst the pompous 

politicians keep all the best voting for 

themselves. Our brave 18+’s are not getting 

too restless, safe in the knowledge that a big 

one is coming soon. There are reported 

meetings in old Scout huts and building sites 

to build up the pressure on voters, increasing 

their mental health and wellbeing. Letsvo 

Te-Now is the leader of all things behind the 

scenes and is waiting to launch a “volley of 

votes” at Parliament. Accusations have been 

flying around that he has been copying poll 

cards to create more votes to puzzle the PM. 

 

With the people being pushed from the 

polls, there is a risk of decline in happiness, 

so the magical voting day (12th Dec) must 

come quickly. Most people have already 

decided where the critical cross is going, but 

these facts will only be revealed in the early 

hours of the morning on the 13th. Protesters 

are polishing posters, and it’s going to be a 

rough ride after the election. Get ready. It’s 

happening.  

 

   
 

Confusing ballot papers 

vote for more. 


